
2021 January Beer Club Notes 
 
Beer Club Mix Pack 
 
Old Nation Brewing Electron Brown- Old Nation brewed Electron Brown with a local homebrew 
club to honor the passing of their brewery engineer/mechanic/general problem solver; an 
incredibly vital position for any small brewery. Electron Brown is a brown ale with the malt bill 
doubled, making for an “imperialized” interpretation of the style. Then, to give the amplified body 
of this brown ale something to carry, they added fresh ground coffee. Expect nutty, chocolate 
notes up front that give away to a note of robust black coffee.  
 
Shire Breu Hous Eating Junk and Watching Rubbish- An imperial stout from Shire Brewing in 
Dalton, MA. This comes in at 8.5% and is packed with marshmallow, graham crackers, vanilla 
beans and cocoa nibs. The flavor profile is primarily about the interaction between the roasted 
malt, graham cracker and cocoa nibs, with the marshmallow and vanilla bean playing a 
background role.  
 
Grimm Artisanal Ales Lumen- One of the masters of the soft, juicy, hazy New England IPA, this 
Grimm IPA features Citra, El Dorado and Mosaic hops. Expect notes of bright pineapple, lemon, 
grapefruit and candied pear, with a slight earthy zestiness making an attempt to balance, but 
this is still all about the juice character. 
 
Shire Breu-Hous The Earth is Flat- The Earth is Flat is a 6.5% New England-style IPA hopped 
with Amarillo, El Dorado and Strata hops. A brand new beer from Shire, we have yet to try it, but 
we love what Shire does and we are very familiar with this combination of hops. Amarillo gives 
notes of orange and grapefruit, El Dorado offers up lime and mango and Strata rounds it out 
with a dank note of passionfruit.  
 
True North Ale Company Vincianne- A local take on a Belgian Pale Ale, Vincianne won gold at 
the 2018 World Beer Cup in the Belgian Pale Ale/Blegian Blonde category. Brewed in the 
traditional manner, with Belgian malt, yeast, candi sugar and European noble hops. Notes of 
fresh cut grass and white wine up front, with a pleasant earthy, clove note on the finish.  
 
Cold Harbor Brewing Last Light- The guys at Cold Harbor have established themselves on the 
back of their hazy IPAs, but Last Light shows they have more tools in the box than just hops. 
While Kolsch may have a light, delicate flavor profile, it is not a style that is easy to master. Cold 
Harbor’s first take is on par with some of our amazing local takes on the style. Exhibit A’s kolsch 
has a perfect score on Beer Advocate and Springdale’s Kolsch Money just medaled at Great 
American Beer Fest; New England isn’t replacing Cologne as the Kolsch capital, but we brew 
more than just hoppy beer!  
 
 
 
 



Hop Heads 
 
Grimm Artisanal Ales Maximum Boogie- A monster version of an imperial New England IPA, 
Maximum Boogie comes in at a whopping 10% ABV and utilizes just over 9 LBs. of hops per 
barrel! The standard for dry-hopping is around 2-3#s per barrel and any chemist moonlighting 
as a brewer would tell you anything over the 2-3# range is an excessive, inefficient use of 
material. Grimm didn’t get this memo, but your wrecked palate will thank you for the onslaught 
of overripe tropical fruit that resulted from this exercise in excess.  
 
Widowmaker Brewing Ready to DIPA- We are spoiled with great breweries in Massachusetts 
and Widowmaker is no exception. Located in Braintree, they opened their doors in the fall of 
2017 and have grown from a 7 barrel brewhouse with 35 barrels of fermentation space into a 15 
barrel brewhouse with 345 barrels of space. Ready to DIPA is a juicy, New England-style 
double ipa dry-hopped with Galaxy, Topaz, Vic Secret and Idaho 7. 
 
Old Nation Brewing Cart Horse- Old Nation was introduced to us during the early days of the 
pandemic and we consistently sell out of the two IPAs we have received thus far, M-43 and 
Boss Tweed. Cart Horse is a brand new IPA and we thought it best to give to the hop heads! 
Cart Horse is a 7% hazy IPA dry-hopped with Amarillo, Citra and Mosaic; expect notes of 
orange zest, tangerine, grapefruit and dark berries.  
 
Shire Breu-Hous Stealing Lollipops- A hazy IPA from Shire coming in at 6.5%, this is 
dry-hopped with Amarillo, Azacca and Strata. This features a pleasant yeasty bubblegum note 
that is complemented by orange zest, orange blossom, melon and passion fruit.  
 
Modern Times Mythic Worlds- A New England-style IPA coming from a west coast brewery! 
This pours with a slightly dark golden haze as a result of the use of wheat and oats in the malt 
bill. I suspect the haze is coming exclusively from the interaction of malt and hops, not 
necessarily yeast involved as the beer finishes on the medium, borderline dry side. This 
features a new hop, Sultana, in addition to Galaxy, Mosaic and Motueka. 
 
Pipeworks Brewing Velocity of Light- Another take on a New England IPA featuring the use of 
oats in the malt bill. Definitely pour this one out, as the oats really made the appearance really 
pop with a bright, yellow gold haze and a dense cap of white foam. This was double dry-hopped 
with Galaxy, Mosaic and Cryo-Mosaic (cryo hops are processed at extremely cold temperatures 
to separate the lupulin from plant matter, creating stronger flavors and aromas while increasing 
brewing efficiency).  
 
 


